---------- OSCAR 3 Report --------Communications Results
BY H. C. GABRIELSON, * W6HEK

At about 1933 GMT on the ninth of March 1965, the OSCAR Ill
satellite crossed the Equator in the vicinity of 297 degrees west
longitude to begin orbit number one. The nominal orbit parameters
were: altitude - 570 statute miles; period - 103.5 minutes; and
inclination - 70 degrees. The orbit was very nearly circular. The
Oscar-satellite package contained a communications repeater (termed
a translator), a c.w. beacon transmitter and a telemetry transmitter, all
operating in the international portion of the 2-meter amateur band.
The c.w. beacon failed to operate normally, while the telemetry
transmitter sent temperature and voltage data for several months. The
translator functioned for about 250 orbits (18 days) at which time the
primary battery ran down.
This is a summary report of the communications performance of the
translator portion of the Oscar III satellite. Other phases of the
operation will be covered later in separate reports. It is the intent of
this report to present a listing of stations that made contacts through
the satellite, a listing of stations that reported hearing relayed signals,
and lists of station calls that were reported as being heard through the
satellite. The information contained herein is based on information
reports submitted by nearly 300 observing stations.
Contacts
A total of 176 two-way contacts was claimed through Oscar during
247 orbits of active translator operation. List 1 shows call letters of
stations successfully communicating through the satellite, along with
the number of contacts made by each. Contacts were made by 98
participating stations, 67 from North America and the remaining 31
from Europe. All continental U. S. call areas plus Canada and Alaska
are represented in the North American list. In Europe, contacts were
reported by stations in Germany, Finland, Sweden, France, Spain,
Switzerland, Belgium, England, Czechoslovakia and Lithuania.
Transatlantic contacts were reported between Germany (DL3YBA)
and Massachusetts (W1BU) during orbit 61, and between' Spain
(EA4A0) and New Jersey (W2AZL) during orbit 157. While several
transcontinental contacts were ported, the longest distance was the
one between Alaska (KL7CUH) and New York (K21EJ). The great
majority of all contacts were made using c.w. but 5 stations made
voice contacts using sideband. DJ4ZC reported s.s.b. contacts with
DL3YBA, HB9RG, and DJ4AU. DL3YBA also reported a sideband
contact with DJ4EZ
Heard Reports
Heard reports were submitted for the following stations on sideband:
DJ4E0, DJ4JC, DJ4YP, OZ4RO, WIBU, W4HUQ, W5QDL,
K5RHL, W6DEE, W6GDO, W7JCU, K7DZG, K8BPA, W9WDB
W9WDD and ??DQI A few weak but unidentifiable a.m. carriers
were reported and several observers reported hearing teletype signals.
None of the teletype signals was identified. Transmitting stations
from Europe, North America and Australia - New Zealand, were
logged. Table II is a tabulation of the 273 observing stations who
submitted reception reports of signals heard through the satellite. The
listing also shows the number of reports by each reporting station and
is arranged in descending order of the number of reports submitted.
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Table III is given in three sections (A, B, and C) showing all of the
station calls which were reported as being heard through Oscar. This
list, too, is arranged in descending order of the number of times each
station call was reported Table III-A shows the 275 station calls
which were reported two or more times. The number following each
call is the number of times that call was reported. Table III-B shows
the 822 calls that were reported once. Table III-C is the list of 459
partial calls which were reported.
The total number of different complete calls (1097) reported may be
somewhat misleading. It will be noted in scanning the lists of calls re.
ported once or twice that some of them are probable
misinterpretations of the call of one of the -more actively-reported
stations. For example, WA2WEB was the subject of 115 reception
reports. Also in the list you will find W2WEB (twice), WA2WEH,
WA2WEK (twice), WA2WEP, WA2WEX, WA3WEB, WA4WEB,
and WA6WET. All of the reported calls have been reproduced in
these lists just as they appear in the incoming reports. Similarly, some
of the partial calls in list 3C are apparently incomplete versions of the
more active calls (for example, WA2WE?). Again, all such calls have
been presented in these lists just as they appear in the incoming
reports. I have taken the liberty of' omitting, as being of no real value,
those reports which simply stated the fact that several W1s 2s etc.
-vere heard in the translator passband.
In addition to the information incorporated as part of this report, there
are several comprehensive source lists available. The basic list (about
2750 lines) shows the specific heard calls which were reported during
each orbit by each reporting station. This information is arranged
either in alphabetic sequence by the call letters of the reporting
station or in orbit sequence. This same basic information has also
been rearranged (3550 lines) in the form showing the heard stations
which each listening station reported hearing during each orbit. This
version of the comprehensive list is also available in either call letter
or orbit sequence. In addition there is a complete listing of all
reported contacts, Any of these lists can and will be made available in
several different forms: as printed lists, as decks of punched cards, as
punched paper tapes (either 5 or 8 level), or as magnetic data tapes.
Write to Project Oscar, Inc., Foothill College, Los Altos, Calif., for
details about obtaining any such data.
Thanks are due to M. C. Towns, K6LFH for his help in punching data
tapes; to Bill Eitel, W6UF, for contributing card stock for the
punched cards; and to Larry Harvey of the Foothill College staff for
allowing use of the 1620 computer to process the mass of data into
pre. sentable form. Above all, the reporting stations (list 2) deserve a
great deal of credit for helping advance the Oscar program-without
their participation, this report would not have been possible..

